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Abstract 
In this paper we shall show that if G = (V,E) is a bipartite graph with more than 
(a - 1)j YJ + (b - 1)1X1 - (a - l)(b - 1) edges, where (X, Y) is a vertex-partition for G and 
a < b are natural numbers with a < 1x1, b < 1 YI, then G contains every tree T with bipartite- 
numbers a < b. This result is related to Ramsey-theory for trees. 
1. Introduction 
For a graph G = (V, E) let V = V(G) be the vertex-set of G and E = E(G) be the set 
of edges of G. If x is a vertex in G and V’ c V, we denote the degree of x in v’ by 
y(x, V’). If G = (V, E) is a bipartite graph, then there exists a vertex partition (X, Y) of 
V into subsets X c V and Y c V, such that all edges in G connect a vertex of X with 
a vertex of Y. We call (X, Y) a vertex-partition for G. If G is a tree, we call G an 
(a, b)-tree if there exists a vertex-partition (A, B) for G with a : = (Al, b : = 1 BI. In this 
case we may assume a < b and say that a, b are the bipartite-numbers of the tree T. It is 
obvious that then Tis a subgraph of the complete-bipartite graph Ko,b. The bipartite- 
numbers have been introduced in Ramsey-theory by Faudree/Schelp/Simonovits in 
order to investigate the Ramsey-numbers r(C a n, T,) (see Cl]). 
2. Main part 
Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be a bipartite graph and (X, Y) a vertex-partition for G. Let 
a < b be natural numbers with a < x: = 1x1 and b d y : = ) YI. Assume 
[El > (a - 1)y + (b - 1)x - (a - l)(b - 1). 
Then G contains every (a, b)-tree T. 
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The assertion follows directly from the two following lemmas. 
Lemma 2. Let G = (V, E) be a bipartite graph and (X, Y) a vertex-partition for G. Let 
a 6 b be natural numbers, such that a < x : = (X) and b d y : = 1 Yl. If 
IEl > (a - 1)y + (b - 1)x - (a - l)(b - l), 
then G contains a bipartite subgraph G’ = (V’, E’) with vertex-partition (X’, Y’) for G’, 
X’ c X and Y’ c Y, such that for every x E X’ and y E Y’: 
y(x, Y’) 3 b, y(y,X’) 3 a. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on x + y. For x = a and y = b the statement is true, 
since for every bipartite graph G = (V, E) that satisfies the assumption of the lemma, 
we have IEJ > ab - 1, which implies G = K,+ Now let x,y be numbers with 
x + y > a + b and assume our assertion holds for all x’ 3 a, y' B y with 
x’ + y’ < x + y. Suppose there is a vertex y. E Y with y( y,, X) < a - 1. From G we 
remove y. together with all edges which are incident to yo. Denote the remaining 
bipartite graph by G”. Then (X, Y\ { yo}) is a vertex-partition for G” and the set E(c) of 
edges of G” satisfies: 
IE(G”)j 2 [E(G)1 - (a - 1) > (a - 1) y + (b - 1)x - (a - l)(b - 1) - (a - 1) 
= (a - l)(y - 1) + (b - 1)x -(a - l)(b - 1). 
Note further that we have y - 1 2 b. Otherwise we would have y = b, and 
x(b - 1) = x(y - 1) 2 IE(c”)l 
> (a - l)(b - 1) + (b - 1)x - (a - l)(b - 1) = (b - 1)x 
would lead to a contradiction. So our graph G” still satisfies the assumption of the 
lemma and we can apply the induction hypothesis to the graph G” instead of G. We 
conclude that G” (and thus also G) contains a bipartite subgraph G’ which has 
the asserted property. The same argument holds if there is a vertex x0 E X with 
7(x0, Y) < b - 1. So the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3. Let G = (V, E) be a bipartite graph and (X, Y) a vertex-partition for G. Let 
a d b natural numbers with a d IX 1 and b < I YJ. Assume that we have for all x E X and 
ye y: 
y(x, Y) 2 b and y(y,X) 2 a, 
then G contains every (a, b)-tree T. 
Proof. Let T be an (a, b)-tree and let (A, B) be a vertex-partition for T (with a = I Al 
and b = I B I). We prove by induction on a + b that every bipartite graph G = (V, E) 
with vertex partition (X, Y) that fulfills the condition of the lemma, contains every 
(a, b)-tree Tin such a way, that A c X and B c Y. 
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If a + b = 2, then we are done. So let a + b > 2 and T be an arbitrary (a, b)-tree. 
Choose an endvertex y, remove y together with it’s endedge (x, y) from T, and denote 
the remaining tree by T’. In case that a = b we may assume that y belongs in T to 
A (otherwise rename A and B). Then the bipartite-numbers a’ and b’ of the tree T 
fulfill a’ < b’. Let (A’, B’) be the unique vertex-partition for the tree T’, which differs 
from (A,B) only by the vertex y. By induction hypothesis we know that G contains 
a tree isomorphic to T, such that A’ c X and B’ c Y. Now we consider the 
vertex x E T’. 
Case 1: x E A’. This implies in particular 1 A’[ = 1 Al and 1 B’I = 1 B I - 1. Due to our 
assumption for G we have y(x, Y) 3 b. Hence there must be a vertex z E Y\B’ with 
(z, x) E E(G) and by extending our tree T’ we have T N T’ u ((x, z)} t G. 
Case 2: x E B’. Then, we have iA’1 = IAl - 1 and JB’I = IBI. Because ofy(x,X) 3 a 
there must be a vertex z E X\A’ with (z, x) E E(G) and we are in a position to complete 
our tree T’ to a tree T c G. Therefore the lemma is proved. 
3. An application to Ramsey-theory 
Given two graphs F, G and k E N we write F -+ (G; k), if the following holds: If 
x:K(F)-, {l,...,k} is an arbitrary coloring of the edges of F then, for some i, there 
exists an isomorphic copy of the graph G in the i-colored subgraph of F. In [Z] Gyarfas 
and Tuza have proved that for every tree T, with n vertices the following holds: 
K 
(n-Z)(k+m)+2 + (Tn; k)T 
where KN denotes the complete graph on N vertices. This can be sharpened since we 
have: 
Theorem 4. Let T,, be an (a, b)-tree with n vertices and let k E N. Then we have 
K r(a-l)(k+~)l, r(bp l)(k+~)l + (T,; k). 
Proof. Let ke N, s:= k + Jm. and denote x:= r(u - l)sl, y:= [(b - l)s], 
u:= r(u - 1)sl - (a - 1)s and v:= [(b - 1)sl - (b - 1)s. Note that u > 0 and v > 0 
since there exists no natural number 4 with q2 = k(k - 1). We have 
s2=k2+2k,/ko+k(k-l)=k(2k+2,/--l)=k(2s-1). 
Then the number xy of edges of the complete-bipartite graph K,,, satisfies: 
xy = ((a - 1)s + u)((b - 1)s + v) 
= (u - l)(b - l)s2 + u(b - 1)s + u(a - 1)s + uu 
> k(2s - l)(a - l)(b - 1) + u(b - 1)s + o(a - 1)s 
> k((2s - l)(u - l)(b - 1) + u(u - 1) + u(b - 1)) 
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=k((a-I)(@-l)s+u)+(b-l)((a-l)s+u)-(a-l)(b-1)) - 
= k((a - l)r(b - l)sl+ (b - l)r(a - 1)~1- (u - l)(b - 1)) 
= k((u - 1) y + (b - 1)x - (a - 1) (b - 1)) 
Now, if we have an arbitrary coloring of the edges of K,,, with color-set { 1, . . . , k} we 
conclude that in at least one color-class there must be more than 
(a - 1)y + (b - 1)x - (a - l)(b - 1) 
edges. By Theorem 1 we can find a tree T, in this color-class, which proves the 
corollary. 
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